Let v be a grid path made of north and east steps. The lattice Tam(v), based on all grid paths weakly above v and sharing the same endpoints as v, was introduced by Préville-Ratelle and Viennot (2014) and corresponds to the usual Tamari lattice in the case v = (N E) n . Our main contribution is that the enumeration of intervals in Tam(v), over all v of length n, is given by 2(3n+3)! (n+2)!(2n+3)! . This formula was first obtained by Tutte(1963) for the enumeration of nonseparable planar maps. Moreover, we give an explicit bijection from these intervals in Tam(v) to non-separable planar maps.
Background and main results
The well-known usual Tamari lattice can be defined on Dyck paths or some other combinatorial structures counted by Catalan numbers such as binary trees, and it has many connections with several fields, in particular in algebraic and enumerative combinatorics. In [Cha06] , Chapoton showed that the intervals in the Tamari lattice are enumerated by the formula 2 n(n + 1) 4n + 1 n − 1 .
This formula also counts rooted planar 3-connected triangulations. Many results and conjectures about the diagonal coinvariant spaces of the symmetric group (we refer to the books [Ber09, Hag08] for further explanation), also called the Garsia-Haiman spaces, led Bergeron to introduce the mTamari lattice for any integer m ≥ 1. The case m = 1 is the usual Tamari lattice. It was conjectured in [BPR12] and proved in [BMFPR11] and [BMCPR13] that the number of intervals and labeled intervals in the m-Tamari lattice of size n are given respectively by the formulas m + 1 n(mn + 1) (m + 1) 2 n + m n − 1 and (m + 1) n (mn + 1) n−2 .
These labeled intervals (resp. unlabeled intervals) are conjectured to be enumerated by the same formulas as the dimensions (resp. dimensions of the alternating component) of the trivariate Garsia-Haiman spaces. These connections motivated the introduction of the lattice Tam(v) in [PRV16] for an arbitrary grid path v as a further generalization. In particular, the Tamari lattice of size n is given by Tam((N E) n ), and more generally the m-Tamari lattice by Tam((N E m ) n ). A precise definition of Tam(v) will be given in Section 2.
The Tamari lattice and its generalizations, while being deeply rooted in algebra, have mysterious enumerative aspects and bijective links yet to be unearthed. For instance, intervals in the Tamari lattice are equi-enumerated with planar triangulations, and a bijection was given by Bernardi and Bonichon in [BB09] . Similarly, the numbers of intervals and labeled intervals in the m-Tamari lattice in [BMFPR11] and [BMCPR13] are also given by simple planar-map-like formulas, where a combinatorial explanation is still missing. In this context, similar to the bijection in [BB09] , we also discover a bijection between intervals and maps, contributing to the combinatorial understanding of the Tamari lattice. We should mention that there are also bijective links between Tamari intervals, interval posets and tree flows [CCP14] .
In this article, we give an explicit bijection between intervals in Tam(v) and non-separable planar maps, from which we obtain the enumeration formula of these intervals. To describe it, we need two intermediate structures: one called synchronized interval, which is a special kind of intervals in the usual Tamari lattice; the other called decorated tree, basically a kind of rooted trees with labels on their leaves that satisfy certain conditions. The bijection from generalized Tamari intervals to synchronized intervals is implicitly given in [PRV16] . We then show that an exploration process gives a bijection between non-separable planar maps and decorated trees, and we present another bijection between decorated trees and synchronized intervals.
Tutte showed in [Tut63] that non-separable planar maps with n + 2 edges are counted by 2(3n+3)! (n+2)!(2n+3)! . Therefore, we obtain as a consequence of our bijection the following enumeration formula of intervals in Tam(v).
Theorem 1.1. The total number of intervals in Tam(v) over all possible v of length n is given by v∈(N,E) n Int(Tam(v)) = 2(3n + 3)! (n + 2)!(2n + 3)! .
From canopy intervals to synchronized intervals
A grid path is a (finite) walk on the square grid, starting at (0,0), consisting of north and east unit steps denoted by N and E respectively. The size of a grid path is the number of steps it contains.
For v an arbitrary grid path, let Tam(v) be the set of grid paths that are weakly above v and share the same endpoints as v. The covering relation defined as follows gives Tam(v) a lattice structure. For v 1 a grid path in Tam(v) and p a grid point on v 1 , we define the horizontal distance horiz v (p) to be the maximum number of east steps that we can take starting from p without crossing v. The left part of Figure 1 gives an example of a path in Tam(v), with the horizontal distance of each lattice point on v 1 . Suppose that p is preceded by a step E and followed by a step N in v 1 . A canopy interval of size n ≥ 0 is given by a triple of paths (v 2 , v 1 , v), all of size n, such that v 2 ≥ v 1 in Tam(v). They are in bijection with a family of intervals in the usual Tamari lattice called synchronized intervals, which are better suited for establishing the bijections in the next sections. We refer readers to [PRV16] for more details about the lattice Tam(v) and canopy intervals.
We now need the concept of Dyck paths. A Dyck path of size n is a finite walk on Z 2 , starting at (0,0), consisting of n up steps u = (1, 1) and n down steps d = (1, −1), and never crossing the x-axis. We choose to use diagonal steps (u, d) for Dyck paths instead of north and east steps (N, E) of grid paths to underline that these two types of paths are elements in different lattices. It is known (cf. [DV84, Lev59] ) that pairs of non-crossing paths with the same endpoints of size n − 1 ≥ 0 are counted by the Catalan number C n = 1 n+1 2n n , which is also the number of Dyck paths of size n.
For a Dyck path P = (p i ) 1≤i≤2n where p i are steps, let i 1 , . . . , i n be the indices such that p i k = u. We define Type(P ) as the following word w of length n − 1:
be the set of Dyck paths of type v. It is also an interval in the usual Tamari lattice. Types of Dyck paths are related to Tam(v) by the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1 (Theorem 3 in [PRV16] ). The usual Tamari lattice is partitioned into intervals I(v) Tam(v) of Dyck paths of all 2 n−1 possible types v.
An example of this partition by type can be seen in Figure 2 . A synchronized interval is an interval inside an I(v) for some grid path v, an interval in the usual Tamari lattice made of two Dyck paths of the same type v. We denote by I n the set of synchronized intervals made of Dyck paths of length n. For any given path v, the explicit bijection presented in [PRV16] between pairs of non-crossing grid paths of size n − 1 and complete binary trees with n interior vertices, the latter equivalent to Dyck paths of size n. This bijection specializes to give a lattice isomorphism between Tam(v) and the (sub-)interval of the Tamari lattice I(v).
There is a natural matching between up steps and down steps in a Dyck path defined as follows: let u i be an up step of a Dyck path P , we draw a horizontal ray from the middle of u i to the right until it meets a down step d j , and we say that u i is matched with d j . We denote by P (u i ) the distance from u i to d j in P considered as a word, which is defined as the number of letters between For example, in P = uududd, we have P (u 1 ) = 5, since its matching letter d is the one at the end. We define the distance function D P by D P (i) = P (u i ), where u i is the i th up step in P . Let u 1 be an up step in P with its match d 1 , and similarly u 2 be another up step in P with its match d 2 . Suppose that u 1 precedes u 2 in P . We will say u 1 contains u 2 if u 2 is contained in the subpath of P with both extremities u 1 and d 1 .
We now describe the bijection between Dyck paths and pairs of non-crossing grid path. An example is given in Figure 3 . As before, let P be a Dyck path of size n. Let v be the grid path v = Type(P ), which is of size n − 1. We use the same terminology as in the definition of Type(P ). Let {i r 1 , i r 2 , ..., i r s−1 } be the subset of {i 1 , ..., i n−1 } such that w r 1 = ... = w r s−1 = N , and let i rs = i n . For 1 ≤ k ≤ s − 1, let c k be the number of up steps in P that contain both the r k th and the r k+1 th up steps of P . The grid path v 1 in Tam(v) is the (unique) grid path such that its k th north step is at distance c k to the left of the k th north step in v, for all 1 ≤ k ≤ s − 1. The (translated) bijection in [PRV16] sends P to the pair of grid paths (v 1 , v). Since this bijection specializes to isomorphisms between lattices, we thus have a bijection between canopy intervals of size n − 1 and synchronized intervals of size n, which implies that they are equi-enumerated.
Recursive decompositions
We are now interested in the link between two families of objects: synchronized intervals in the usual Tamari lattice on Dyck paths of size n, and non-separable planar maps with n + 1 edges. In fact, their enumerations are governed by the same functional equation. In this section, we show how to decompose recursively these two families of combinatorial objects to obtain a functional equation of their generating functions. We reiterate that our main contribution, which is the enumeration of generalized intervals via a (non-recursive) bijection, will be described explicitly in the next section.
Recursive decomposition of synchronized intervals
We define a properly pointed Dyck path to be a Dyck path P = P P r such that P and P r are Dyck paths, and P is not empty unless P is itself empty. A properly pointed synchronized interval [P P r , Q] is a synchronized interval where the lower Dyck path is properly pointed. We recall that I n is the set of synchronized intervals of size n, and we denote by I • n the set of properly pointed synchronized intervals of size n.
Before giving a recursive decomposition of synchronized intervals, we need to borrow a lemma from [BMFPR11] . 
We can now describe a way to construct a larger synchronized interval from a smaller synchronized interval and a properly-pointed synchronized interval.
Proposition 3.2. Let I 1 = [P 1 P r 1 , Q 1 ] be a properly pointed synchronized interval and I 2 = [P 2 , Q 2 ] a synchronized interval. We construct the Dyck paths
Then I = [P, Q] is a synchronized interval. Moreover, this transformation from (I 1 , I 2 ) to I is a bijection between ∪ n≥0 I • n × ∪ n≥0 I n and ∪ n>0 I n .
Proof. An illustration of the construction of I is given in Figure 4 . To show that I is a synchronized interval, we only need to show that P and Q have the same type, and [P, Q] is an interval in the Tamari lattice. To show that Type(P ) = Type(Q), we notice that P 2 and Q 2 are of the same type since they form a synchronized interval. It is clear that, for two Dyck paths P , P r , the type of their concatenation P P r is the concatenation of Type(P ) and Type(P r ). Let W 1 = Type(uP 1 dP r 1 ) and W 2 = Type(uQ 1 d). We only need to show that W 1 = W 2 . We write W 1 = w 1 W 1 and W 2 = w 2 W 2 , where w 1 (resp. w 2 ) is the first letter of W 1 (resp. W 2 ), and W 1 (resp. W 2 ) is the rest of the word W 1 (resp. W 2 ). We clearly have w 1 = w 2 , since w 1 = N if and only if P 1 is empty, which is equivalent to Q 1 being empty, which occurs if and only if w 2 = N . For the rests W 1 , since P 1 is a Dyck path that ends in d by definition, we have W 1 = Type(P 1 )Type(P r 1 ) = Type(P 1 , P r 1 ). The same argument applies to W 2 and Q 1 , which leads to W 2 = Type(Q 1 ). Since [P 1 , Q 1 ] is a synchronized interval, we have W 1 = W 2 . We conclude that W 1 = W 2 . Therefore, P and Q are of the same type. It is not difficult to show that [P, Q] is a Tamari interval using Lemma 3.1 and the fact that both I 1 = [P 1 P r 1 , Q 1 ] and I 2 = [P 2 , Q 2 ] are also Tamari intervals. To show that the transformation we described is indeed a bijection, we only need to show that we can decompose any non-empty Tamari interval I = [P, Q] back into (I 1 , I 2 ). To go back from I = [P, Q] to (I 1 , I 2 ), we only need to split P and Q into P = uP 1 dP r 1 P 2 and Q = uQ 1 dQ 2 such that P 1 , P r 1 , P 2 , Q 1 , Q 2 are all Dyck paths with P 2 , Q 2 of the same length. This can be done by first cutting Q at the first place that it touches again the x-axis, where P also touches the x-axis. This cutting breaks Q into uQ 1 d and Q 2 , and P into P 1 and P 2 . We then perform the same operation on P 1 to cut it into uP 1 d and P r 1 . We thus conclude that we indeed have a bijection between ∪ n≥0 I • n × ∪ n≥0 I n and ∪ n>0 I n .
Figure 4: Composition of synchronized intervals
Since the construction in Proposition 3.2 is a bijection, we can also see it in the reverse direction as a recursive decomposition. We now translate the recursive decomposition in Proposition 3.2 into a functional equation for the generating function of synchronized intervals. To this end, we need to investigate another statistic on synchronized intervals, which will give us a suitable catalytic variable for our functional equation. A contact of a Dyck path P is an intersection of P with the x-axis. Both endpoints of P are also considered as contacts. Let contacts(P ) be the number of contacts of P . We define F (x, t) as the following generating function of synchronized intervals:
From Proposition 3.2, we know that a non-empty synchronized interval I = [P, Q] can be decomposed into P = uP 1 dP r 1 P 2 and Q = uQ 1 dQ 2 , where P 1 , P r 1 , P 2 , Q 1 , Q 2 are all Dyck paths, and both [P 1 P r 1 , Q 1 ] and [P 2 , Q 2 ] are synchronized intervals. The generating functions for the intervals of the form [uP 1 dP r 1 , uQ 1 d] is given by xt 1 +
, where the divided difference accounts for pointing each non-initial contact (individually) over all elements in I n to obtain properly pointed intervals of the form
Indeed, a non-empty synchronized interval [P 1 , Q 1 ] of length 2n with k + 1 contacts on P 1 has a contribution of x k t n to the generating function F (x, t). Furthermore, there are exactly k ways to turn P 1 into a properly pointed Dyck path P 1 P r 1 , by cutting at one of the contacts, except the first one. When lifted from P 1 P r 1 to uP 1 dP r 1 , all contacts inside P 1 except the initial one are lost, which leads to k Dyck paths with length 2n + 2 and a number of contacts from 2 to k + 1. These Dyck paths obtained from P 1 , paired with uQ 1 d to form a synchronized interval, thus have a total contribution of t n+1 (x + x 2 + · · · + x k ) = xt t n x k −t n x−1 . We recall that the contribution of [P 1 , Q 1 ] to F (x, t) is exactly t n x k . By summing over all possible [P 1 , Q 1 ], we obtain the divided difference xt
for the contribution of the part [P 1 P r 1 , Q 1 ] in the decomposition of synchronized intervals. The extra term xt is for the case where P 1 is empty. On the other hand, we observe that the path P = uP 1 dP r 1 P 2 has contacts(P ) − 1 = (contacts(uP 1 dP r 1 )−1)+(contacts(P 2 )−1). Therefore, from Proposition 3.2, we obtain the functional equation
Recursive decomposition of non-separable planar maps
We now turn to non-separable planar maps, which were first enumerated by Tutte in [Tut63] using algebraic methods, then by Jacquard and Schaeffer in [JS98] using a bijection based on their recursive decomposition. A planar map is an embedding of a connected graph on the sphere defined up to homeomorphism, with one oriented edge called the root. The origin vertex of the root is called the root vertex. We call the face on the left of the root the outer face. A planar map is called separable if its edges can be partitioned into two sets such that only one vertex v is adjacent to some edges in both sets. Such a vertex is called a cut vertex. A non-separable planar map is a planar map containing at least two edges that is not separable. Figure 5 gives an example of such a map. Note that we exclude the two one-edge maps.
Figure 5: A non-separable planar map, and series/parallel decompositions of non-separable planar maps Proposition 3.3 (Corollary II in [Tut63] ). The dual of a non-separable planar map is also nonseparable.
There are two ways to decompose non-separable planar maps recursively. We will call them "series" and "parallel" decompositions respectively. We only need one decomposition for the functional equation, but describing both leads to a more thorough understanding. In Figure 5 , we sketch how larger maps can be built with smaller maps in both series and parallel ways.
For the series decomposition of a non-separable planar map M , we delete its root, and the remaining map M may cease to be non-separable. In M , every cut vertex splits M into two parts, each containing an endpoint of the root. The remaining map is thus a series of non-separable planar maps (and possibly single edges) linked by cut vertices (see Figure 5 , middle). Let M n be the set of non-separable planar maps with n + 1 edges, and M s (x, t) the generating function of non-separable planar maps defined as
For a component in the series, we root it at its first edge adjacent to the outer face in clockwise order to obtain a non-separable planar map such that the root vertex is one of the linking vertices in the chain. Conversely, from a non-separable planar map M with n + 1 edges and the outer face of degree k + 1 (therefore of contribution t n x k in M s (x, t)), there are k choices for the cut vertex other than the root vertex to obtain a component, each adding a value from 1 to k to the outer face degree. These choices thus have a total contribution of t n+1 k i=1 x i = tx t n x k −t n x−1 . We recall that M has a contribution t n x k to M s (x, t). By summing over all possible M , we know that the generating function of these non-separable components is the divided difference Ms(x,t)−Ms(1,t)
x−1 . On the other hand, the contribution of a single edge between two cut vertices is xt. Since the series decomposition of a non-separable map can be seen as a non-empty sequence of non-separable components and single edges, we obtain the following functional equation:
A reordering gives the same functional equation as (2).
For the parallel decomposition, we consider the effect of contracting the root. Let M be the map obtained from contracting the root edge of a non-separable planar map M , and u the vertex of the map M resulting from the contraction of the root. The only possible cut vertex in M is u. By deleting u and attaching a new vertex of each edge adjacent to u, we have an ordered list of non-separable planar components (and possibly single edges) that come in parallel (see Figure 5 , right). By identifying the newly-added vertices in each connected component, we obtain an ordered list of non-separable planar maps (and possibly loops). Let M p (x, t) be the generating function of non-separable planar maps as follows:
Here, v is the root vertex of M . To obtain a non-separable component from a non-separable planar map, we only need to split the root vertex into two, that is to say to partition edges adjacent to the root vertex into two non-empty sets formed by consecutive edges. For a root vertex v of degree k, this can be done by choosing a corner of v other than the root corner, and splitting the edges by the chosen corner and the root corner. There are exactly k − 1 choices. From a non-separable planar map with root vertex degree k, we can thus obtain k − 1 different non-separable components that we can use in the parallel decomposition, each with root vertex degree from 1 to k − 1. We can thus write a functional equation for M p , with the degree of the root vertex minus 1 as the statistics of the catalytic variable. We leave readers to check that the parallel decomposition leads to the same equation as (2).
Since F, M s , M p all obey the same functional equation, we have F = M s = M p , therefore these objects are equi-enumerated under the specified statistics, which invites us to search for a bijective proof. Observe that M s = M p already has a simple bijective explanation by duality. For instance, for a non-separable planar map M , we take its dual M † and root it in a way such that the root vertex of M † is the dual of the outer face of M , and the outer face of M † is the dual of the root vertex of M . This bijection preserves the number of edges and transfers the degree of the outer face to the degree of the vertex from which the root points, which implies M s = M p .
4 Bijections
We now present our main contribution. To describe our bijection from synchronized intervals to non-separable planar maps, we first introduce a family of trees. We take the convention that the root of a tree is of depth 0. The traversal order on the leaves of a tree is simply the counterclockwise order. A decorated tree is a rooted plane tree with an integer label at least −1 on each leaf satisfying the following conditions:
1. For a leaf adjacent to a vertex of depth p, the label of is strictly smaller than p.
2. For each internal node of depth p > 0, there is at least one leaf in its descendants with a label at most p − 2.
3. For t a node of depth p and T a sub-tree rooted at a child of t, consider leaves of T in traversal order. If a leaf is labeled p (which is the depth of t), each leaf in T coming before has a label at least p.
The right side of Figure 6 gives an example of a decorated tree. In a decorated tree, a leaf labeled with −1 is called a free leaf. We denote by T n the set of decorated trees with n edges (internal and external).
The definition of decorated trees may not be very intuitive, but after the introduction of the exploration process, we will see that each condition captures an important aspect of non-separable planar maps, and together they characterize trees that we obtain from non-separable planar maps via the exploration process we will define.
From maps to trees
We start with a bijection from non-separable planar maps to decorated trees, which relies on the following exploration procedure. For a non-separable planar map M with a root pointing from v to u, we perform a depth-first exploration of vertices in clockwise order around each vertex, starting from v and the root. When the exploration along an edge adjacent to the current vertex w encounters an already visited vertex x, we replace the edge by a leaf attached to w labeled with the depth of x in the tree, with the convention that the depth of v is −1. Since the map is non-separable, this exploration gives a spanning tree whose root v has degree 1, or else v will be a cut vertex of the map. We then delete the edge (v, u) to obtain T(M ). Figure 6 gives an instance of the transformation T.
By abuse of notation, we identify internal nodes of T(M ) with corresponding vertices in M . We notice that, for children of the same vertex in the tree, the ones being visited first in the exploration of the map come last in the traversal order. Readers familiar with graph algorithms will notice that this exploration procedure is very close to an algorithm proposed by Hopcroft and Tarjan in [HT73] that finds 2-connected components of an undirected graph. Indeed, our exploration procedure can be seen as an adaptation of that algorithm to planar maps, where there is a natural cyclic order for edges adjacent to a given vertex.
We now present the inverse S of T, with an example illustrated in Figure 7 . For a decorated tree T rooted at u, we define S(T ) as the map obtained according to the following steps.
1. Attach an edge {u, v} to u with a new vertex v, and make it the root, pointing from v to u. Figure 6: An example of the bijection between non-separable planar maps and decorated trees 2. In clockwise order, for each leaf in the tree starting from the last leaf in traversal order, do the following. Let t be the parent of and p the label of . Let s be the ancestor of of depth p, and e be the first edge of the path from s to (thus an edge adjacent to s). We replace by an edge from t to s by attaching its other end to s just after e in clockwise order around s. See also the right-hand side of Figure 8 From the definitions of T, we will show that the first and third conditions of decorated trees guarantee that T is an exploration tree of a certain planar map, and the second guarantees the map is non-separable. We now give detailed proofs that T and S are well-defined transformations between M and T , and that they are bijective and inverses of each other.
Proof. Let M ∈ M n be a non-separable planar map with n + 1 edges. It is clear that T(M ) has n edges. We suppose that the root of M points from v to u. We need to check the three conditions of decorated trees on T(M ). For the first condition, let be a leaf adjacent to a node t of depth p in T(M ), resulting from the exploration of the edge e = {t, t }. It follows from the exploration order that t is a vertex of M that was not completely explored when e was visited. Thus, t is an ancestor of t in T(M ), and the label of is strictly smaller than p. For the second condition, let t be a node of T(M ) of depth p > 0. If all leaves in the sub-tree induced by t have labels at least p − 1, then any path linking t and the root vertex v goes through the parent of t, making it a cut vertex, which is forbidden. For the third condition, let t be a node of depth p and T one of the sub-trees rooted at a child of t, and suppose that there is a leaf labeled p in T . By the exploration order, the cycle formed by the edge corresponding to and the path from to t in T(M ) encloses all leaves in T coming before . Therefore, any leaf coming before in T cannot have a label strictly less than p, or else there will be a crossing in M that makes it not planar. With all conditions satisfied, T(M ) is a decorated tree.
Proof. Let T ∈ T n be a decorated tree with n edges. It is clear that S(T ) is a map with n + 1 edges. We first prove that S(T ) is a non-separable planar map. It is not difficult to show from the first and the third conditions of the definition of decorated trees and from the definition of S that S(T ) is planar. We suppose that S(T ) is separable and t is a cut vertex. We cannot have t = v since T is already a connected spanning tree of all vertices besides v, therefore t is a vertex of T . Suppose that t has depth p. We consider the connected component of S(T ) containing v after removing t. It must contain all vertices that are not descendants of t. Therefore, for at least one sub-tree of t rooted at a child t of t, there is no leaf linking to ancestors of t, or equivalently this sub-tree only contains leaves with labels greater than or equal to p, which violates the definition of decorated trees since t has depth p + 1. Proof. Using leaf labels, it is clear from the definitions that S(T(M )) is equal to M as a graph, and we only need to show that they have the same cyclic order of edges around each vertex. Let t be an internal node of depth p in T(M ). We consider its descendant leaves of label p in one of its sub-trees T induced by a descendant edge e adjacent to t. Let i be such a leaf. When reconnecting, the new edge corresponding to i should come before e by construction of T(M ), and it cannot encompass other sub-trees rooted at a child of t, or else t will be a cut vertex (see the left part of Figure 8 ). If there are multiple such leaves in T , their order is fixed by planarity (see the right part of Figure 8 ). The reasoning also works for the extra vertex v that is not in T(M ). There is thus only one way to recover a planar map from T(M ), and we have S(T(M )) = M .
Proposition 4.4. For any decorated tree T , we have T(S(T )) = T .
Proof. Let M = S(T ). We only need to show that the exploration tree T of M is T without labels. Closing each leaf one by one in the procedure S(T ), it is clear that the exploration tree remains the same, therefore T = T .
Theorem 4.5. The transformation T is a bijection from the set of non-separable planar maps M n to the set of decorated trees T n for any n > 0, and S is its inverse.
Proof. This is a consequence of Propositions 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. 
From trees to intervals
We now construct a bijection from decorated trees to synchronized intervals. For a decorated tree T , we want to construct a synchronized interval [P(T ), Q(T )]. For the upper path, we simply define Q(T ) as the transformation from the tree T to a Dyck path by taking the depth evolution in the tree traversal. The definition of P is more complicated. We need to define a quantity on leaves of the tree T called the charge. The transformation P takes the following steps.
1. Every leaf has an initial charge 0. For each internal vertex v of depth p > 0, we add 1 to the charge of the first leaf in its descendants (in traversal order) with label at most p − 2. We observe that the total number of charges is exactly the number of internal vertices.
2. We perform a traversal of the tree to construct a word in u, d. When we first visit an internal edge, we append u to the word. When we first visit a leaf with charge k, we append ud 1+k to the word. We thus obtain the word P(T ).
An example of the whole process is given in Figure 9 . We now prove that the transformations P and Q send a decorated tree to a synchronized interval. Proposition 4.6. For a decorated tree T , the paths P(T ) and Q(T ) are Dyck paths, and [P(T ), Q(T )] is a synchronized interval.
Proof. Since Q(T ) is the depth evolution of the traversal of T , it is a well-defined Dyck path of length 2n, where n is the number of edges in T , which equals to the number of internal vertices of T . By the charging process, there are n charges on leaves in total, and it is clear that P(T ) is also of length 2n with n up steps. We need to show that P(T ) is positive. Consider a letter d in P(T ). The charge that gives rise to this letter d comes from a non-root vertex t and goes onto a descendant leaf of t. Let e be the edge from t to its parent. We pair up this letter d to the letter u in P(T ) given by a traversal of e. All letters in P(T ) can be paired up in this way, and by the traversal rule, in a pair, the letter u always comes before the letter d since is a descendant of t. Therefore, P(T ) is positive, thus also a Dyck path. We can also easily see that Type(P(T )) = Type(Q(T )), since in both P(T ) and Q(T ), a letter u is followed by a letter d if and only if it corresponds to a leaf.
We now need to show that [P(T ), Q(T )] is a Tamari interval. Let u Q i be the i th up step in Q(T ), and e the edge in T that gives rise to u it is clear that e also gives rise to the i th up step u P i in P
(T ). If we can show that D P (i) ≤ D Q (i) for all i, then by Lemma 3.1, we know that [P(T ), Q(T )] is a Tamari interval.
Let v be the lower endpoint of the edge e, T the sub-tree of T rooted at v, the descendant leaf that v charges and p the depth of v. By the charging process, has a label at most p − 2. Let d P j be the matching down step of u P i in P(T ). We prove that d P j is generated during the traversal of , from which it follows that D P (i) ≤ D Q (i) by the definition of the distance function. Let k ≥ 1 be the number of charges of . Consider the segment P (e, ) = u P i W d k+1 of P from e to in the traversal for the construction of P(T ). We first show that |P (e, )| u ≤ |P (e, )| d , which implies that d P j is in P (e, ). To this end, we only need to show that we can always pair an up step in P (e, ) with a down step also in P (e, ). An up step is generated either by an internal edge or a leaf. For an up step u * generated by an internal edge e visited in P (e, ), let v be its lower endpoint and the leaf charged by v . We know that = or precedes , therefore the down step d * produced by the charge added to by the internal vertex v is already in P (e, ). We pair u * with d * . For an up step arisen from visiting a leaf, we can pair it with the first letter d given by the leaf. Therefore, |P (e, )| u ≤ |P (e, )| d . We now show that d P j is not in W . Indeed, since T is a decorated tree and has a label at most p − 2, by the third condition of decorated trees, a descendant leaf of v that precedes has a label at least p − 1. All charges of come from internal nodes in T other than v and they are all ancestors of , which means that they are visited before in the traversal. Therefore, there are more u's than d's in any prefix of W , so d P j cannot be in W , thus it must be among the down steps d k+1 produced by , which completes the proof.
We now describe the inverse transformation R, which sends a synchronized interval [P, Q] to a decorated tree T = R([P, Q]) by the following steps. A partial example is illustrated in Figure 10 . We should note that the following definition of R does not use the notion of charges in the definition of P. However, we will use the notion of charges to prove that R is indeed the inverse transformation of [P, Q]. More precisely, we will show how to read off, from a synchronized interval, the vertices that charge a given leaf on the corresponding decorated tree without any knowledge on the labels.
1. We construct the tree structure of T from Q.
2. We perform the following procedure on each leaf, as illustrated in Figure 10 . Let be a leaf. Suppose that gives rise to the i th up step in Q. We look at the lowest point u of the consecutive down steps that come after the i th up step in P , and we draw a ray from u to the left until intersecting the midpoint of two consecutive up steps in P . Suppose that the lower up step is the j th up step in P . We take e the edge in T that gives rise to the j th up step in Q. Let p be the depth of the shallower end point of e. We label the leaf with p. In the case that no such intersection exists, is labeled −1. We start by a property of Tamari intervals, which is a corollary of Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 4.7. Let [P, Q] be a Tamari interval. For A ∈ {P, Q}, we denote by u A j the j th up step in A, d A j its matching down step, and A [j] the segment of A between u A j and d A j , excluding both ends. For any index i, j such that the i th up step u P i of P is in P [j] , the i th up step u
Proof. We observe that, for any Dyck path A and index j, the segment A 
In the following proofs, for a tree T , the sub-tree induced by an edge e is the sub-tree obtained by cutting e. Proof. We need to verify that T satisfies the three conditions of decorated trees. We first look at the first condition for the case P = Q. In this case, to show that the label of a leaf attached to a vertex u of depth p is strictly smaller than p, we consider the next newly visited edge e after in the tree traversal. If no such e exists, is labeled −1. Let v be the vertex adjacent to e with smaller depth, and v must be an ancestor of . In the case P = Q, the label of is the depth of v minus 1, which must be strictly smaller than p. The first condition is also satisfied for any other P since going down in the lattice weakly reduces the labels in R([P, Q]). Therefore, the first condition is satisfied for all R([P, Q]).
For the second condition, let v be an internal node of depth p in T that is not the root and e the edge from v to its parent. We need to exhibit one descendant leaf of v that has a label of value at most p − 2. Suppose that e corresponds to the j th up step u Q j in Q. On the path P , let u P j be the j th up step and d P j be the matching down step. Let d P i be the first down step of the consecutive down steps containing d P j , and u P i be its matching up step, which is also the i th up step of P . It is clear that u P i is between u P j and d P j in P . Let be the leaf that gives rise to u Q i . We now show that the label of is at most p − 2. Since [P, Q] is a synchronized interval, thus also a Tamari interval, by Lemma 4.7, the i th up step u Q i of Q must be between the j th up step u Q j and its matching down step in Q. Furthermore, the edge e gives rise to u Q j , therefore must be a descendant leaf of e. Consider the lowest down step d P k corresponding to in P . Let e be the edge that gives label to . By the definition of R, the segment of P between the corresponding up step of e and d P k contains u P j , which implies that the edge e induces a sub-tree containing e (or the entire tree when the label is −1) according to Lemma 4.7. Let w be the endpoint with a smaller depth of e . The depth of w is thus at most that of v minus 2, therefore the label of is at most p − 2. The tree T thus satisfies the second condition.
For the third condition, let be a leaf in T with a label p. We consider the edge e that gives a label to in the construction of T . The edge e links two vertices of depth p and p + 1. Therefore, its induced sub-tree T is one of the sub-trees of a vertex v of depth p as in the third condition. The leaf is in T by the construction of T and Lemma 4.7. We only need to prove that there is no leaf with label strictly less than p before in T . Let 1 be a leaf in T that comes before . We suppose that , e and 1 give rise to the i th , j th and i th 1 up step in Q respectively. We have j < i 1 < i. We now look at the corresponding up steps in P . By construction of the horizontal ray, the lowest point of the consecutive down steps that comes after the i th 1 up step in P cannot be lower than that of the i th step, or else the ray would be blocked. Therefore, 1 receives a label from an edge in T or from e, which give it a label at least p. The third condition is thus satisfied, and we conclude that T is a decorated tree.
We now show that the transformations [P, Q] and R are inverse of each other.
Proposition 4.9. Let [P, Q] be a synchronized interval and T = R([P, Q]), we have P(T ) = P and Q(T ) = Q.
Proof. For Q it is clear. We only need to prove the part for P . From Proposition 4.8, we know that [P(T ), Q(T )] is a synchronized interval. Therefore, given the path Q, the Dyck path P(T ) is totally determined by the charge of each leaf in T . We only need to show that each leaf in T receives the correct amount of charge, which is one less than the length of the corresponding consecutive down steps in P .
We will first investigate the charging process. Let v be a non-root vertex of depth p in T , e the edge linking v to its parent, and u P i the up step in P that comes from e, which is also the i up step of P . Let be the leaf that gives rise to the matching down step d P i of u P i in P . We now show that v charges by showing that has a label of value at most p − 2 and showing that has the first such label.
To show that the label of is at most p − 2, we consider the labeling process on . We draw a ray to the left from the lowest point of the down steps of , which hits a double up step. Suppose that the lower one of the double up step is the j th up step u P j of P . Let e be the edge giving rise to u P j , and v the endpoint of e with a smaller depth. It is clear that i = j and u P i is in the segment of P between u P j and its matching down step. Therefore, by Lemma 4.7, e must also be in the sub-tree induced by e . Therefore, v is of depth at most p − 2, thus has a label at most p − 2.
To show that is the first descendant leaf of v with a label at most p − 2, we consider a descendant leaf of v that comes before in the traversal order. Let d P k be the last down steps in P that comes from . Since comes before , d P k is strictly between u P i and d P i , and the horizontal ray from the lower point of d P k lays strictly above that from u P i to d P i . By the labeling process, the double up steps that corresponds to d P k (thus to ) is in the segment from u P i to d P i (both ends included), therefore the label of is at least p − 1. We conclude that is the first leaf in the sub-tree of v that has a label at most p − 2, and thus v charges .
To count the number of charges of , we notice that each down step in P that comes from corresponds to a charge, except for the highest one. To see this, we only need to consider their matching up steps. It is clear that highest down step of in P is matched with the only up step in P that comes from . For a down step of that is not the highest, it is impossible that its matching up step is immediately followed by a down step, therefore the matching up step is the lower part of a double up step, corresponding to an internal vertex in T , and we can see from the argument above that this internal vertex charges . We thus conclude that receives the correct number of charges in the construction of P(T ), which implies P(T ) = P .
We now show that the transformation [P, Q] is an injection.
Proposition 4.10. Let T 1 , T 2 be two decorated trees. If P(T 1 ) = P(T 2 ) and Q(T 1 ) = Q(T 2 ), then
Proof. Suppose that T 1 = T 2 . Since Q(T 1 ) = Q(T 2 ), the only difference between T 1 and T 2 must be on labels. Let be the first leaf in the traversal order that T 1 and T 2 differ in labels. We suppose that has a label k 1 in T 1 and label k 2 in T 2 , with k 1 > k 2 ≥ −1. We have k 1 ≥ 0. It is clear that all nodes charging in T 1 also charge in T 2 . Since P(T 1 ) = P(T 2 ), we know that receives the same number of charges in T 1 and T 2 , thus is also charged by the same set of vertices in T 1 and T 2 . Let u be the ancestor of of depth k 1 + 1 in T 1 and T 2 . The vertex u has a parent since k 1 ≥ 0. The existence of u is guaranteed by the first condition of decorated trees. In T 1 , by construction, u does not charge , therefore u should not charge in T 2 either. Therefore, in T 2 there must be a descendant leaf of u that has a label at most k 2 and comes before , to prevent u from charging . By the minimality of , we know that also has a label k 2 < k 1 in T 1 , violating the third condition of decorated trees on the parent of u, which is impossible. Therefore, T 1 = T 2 .
We now prove that R is a bijection between decorated trees and synchronized intervals.
Theorem 4.11. The transformation R is a bijection from I n to T n for all n ≥ 1, with [P, Q] its inverse.
Proof. It is clear that R preserves the size n. By Proposition 4.6 and Proposition 4.8, we have [P, Q](T n ) ⊂ I n and R(I n ) ⊂ T n . By Proposition 4.9 and Proposition 4.10, both transformations are injective, therefore they are bijections between I n and T n , and they are the inverse of each other. By composing the two bijections T and [P, Q], we obtain a natural bijection from non-separable planar maps with n + 1 edges to synchronized intervals of size n via decorated trees. By the equivalence between synchronized intervals and canopy intervals described in Section 2 (see also [PRV16] ), we then have a bijection between non-separable planar maps and canopy intervals. Therefore, these two kinds of objects are enumerated by the same formula. Figure 4 .2 shows an example of how this chain of bijections gets from generalized Tamari intervals to non-separable planar maps.
Our bijection has further structural implications on the generalized Tamari lattice and nonseparable maps, which will be the subject of an up-coming follow-up article. We also have the following remark.
Remark 1. There is a version of parallel decomposition of non-separable planar maps that just removes one non-separable component in the rightmost part of Figure 5 . This decomposition is isomorphic to the one underlying Proposition 3.2 for synchronized intervals. There thus exists a "canonical", recursively defined bijection between M n and I n . We can prove that it coincides with our bijection [P, Q] • T.
Discussion
Our bijection allows us not only to enumerate canopy intervals, but also to investigate various statistics in these two kinds of objects, both coming with interesting hidden symmetries. It is also interesting to ask for other significant statistics that are also transferred by our bijection and other interesting natural involutions.
We know that Tam((N E) n ) is the usual Tamari lattice, and in [BB09] , Bernardi and Bonichon gave a bijection between Tamari intervals and planar rooted triangulations. It is thus natural to look for a similar bijection as a specialization of our bijection, and eventually a generalization to Tam((N E m ) n ), which is isomorphic to the m-Tamari lattice. In general, searching for a bijection between intervals in the m-Tamari lattice and a natural class of planar maps is of particular interest, as it would provide an insight on the reason that the enumeration formulas of intervals in the mTamari lattice and their recursive decompositions are similar to those of various types of planar maps. For now, there doesn't exist such a natural class of planar maps for m > 1. In the case m = 1, we can prove bijectively the enumeration formula of unlabeled intervals by first relating them bijectively to rooted triangulations as in [BB09] , which can then be enumerated bijectively as in [PS06] . However, no such bijective proof exists for the formula of their labeled variant (cf. [BMCPR13] ). There is hope that discovering a natural class of planar maps for arbitrary m would permit the use of bijective methods in maps (cf. [Sch15] ) to construct a (hopefully uniform) bijective interpretation of the formulas for unlabeled and labeled intervals (and more generally for the character formulas, cf. [BMCPR13] ). In another direction, using trees with blossoms to encode planar maps bijectively is a common practice, but we rarely see a DFS tree in this interplay. Triangulations may be a step towards the extension of this new approach.
We recall that we have used the intermediate structure of "trees with charges on leaves" in the bijection [P, Q] from decorated trees to synchronized intervals. As pointed out by an anonymous referee, this structure is in fact in bijection with the so-called closed flows on trees, first proposed in [Cha14] by Chapoton for research in dendriform algebra. More precisely, in the language of [CCP14] , given a rooted tree T , decorated trees obtained by adding labels of leaves of T are in bijection with closed flows on T where each internal node (except the root) is given an input −1. This bijection is presented in our work: given a decorated tree, we first compute the charges of each leaf, then construct the corresponding closed flow by regarding charges as input on leaves and adding an input of −1 on each internal node other than the root vertex. This bijection is reminiscent to the one between Tamari intervals and forest flows discovered in [CCP14] .
As a final remark, in Chapter 2 of [Kit11] , there is a sequence of bijections that starts with 2-stacks sortable permutations and ends with non-separable planar maps, which goes through 8 intermediate families of objects. It would be interesting to see how our work is related to these equi-enumerated objects.
